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I Expand My Light to Shine Forth Within You!
Blessed Children of the Light,
the Goddess of Liberty, have come to entreat you to enter into the devotion
of God. So that you might be empowered to give the call. So that the
children of God will hear, will see, will know that God is in the land. So
that Opportunity streams from their own God Presence to embrace all of
Life and become the fullness of all that their own God Presence desires.
And to enter into the stream of Consciousness of the Helicon that will
sweep them up into a Vibration unknown to their outer consciousness,
but nonetheless enabling them to reap the benefit of the glorious Gifts of
the God Qualities that are their spiritual inheritance.

I

Civilizations come and go. Even before recorded history, there were
lessons to be learned by the children of God: Where is the attention to be
placed? To whom will they listen? What are the priorities of day to day?
Perhaps you have thought that mastering such challenges was unique to
those of you living in this era. But, blessed ones, it has always been thus.
First and foremost, the Presence of God entreats you into communion
with the pure nature of the Light, the Life, and the Love that is the Mighty
I AM Presence. Once having filled your chalice to overflowing with these
Blessings, you are then prepared to begin to move about in the world of
form through your outer vehicles. These, blessed Hearts, are indeed vehicles
that are intended to be slavish to the Will of God, your own God Presence.
Your mind is intended to fire with the divine thoughts of the Mind of
God. Your feeling bodies are intended to be charged with a sufficiency
of Light, trembling with the Purity of the Divine Fire — to be that
energy-in-motion that acts as the conveyance of God Power. The Power to
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create, to move about, to enable you to carry out the Divine Will. And the
physical body, likewise, has its own inherent qualities that are required. But
not any one vehicle can carry out its divine intent absent the integration
with the other bodies.
Many devout students of the Light who have understood the energy
centers of their being and learned of the planes of consciousness, have come
to know that it is the seamless integration of all four of these vehicles acting
in unison that facilitates the greatest release of your Mighty I AM Presence
into this world of form. This is when the lifestream truly knows what it
means to be Free, for you are no longer subject to any other force save that
of your own God Presence. You balance your karma with the Light of your
God Presence streaming forth as Love and Violet Flame. You understand
the healing currents of the Light of your God Presence. And though from
time to time you may seek out the world’s physicians to assist, the true
healing comes from the hand of your God Presence, ultimately allowing
you to carry on in a rejuvenated, resurrected set of vehicles.
Then, blessed Hearts, you will understand what is meant by living
in the sacred atmosphere of God Love! No longer searching for love in
undesirable places as a horizontal pursuit, but knowing that as you go
within the Heart, you are filled with the true Love you seek. Then the
natural state of your being will "love thy neighbor as thyself," will give of
the Sacrifice of that loving Heart in all your affairs. You are no longer self
indulgent, but sacrificing all that you are; for you know that the fountain
of Life flows to you freely from the Heart of your God Presence.
This, blessed ones, allows you to stand God Free, ever imbued with a
sense of eternal purpose in your life. You begin to exercise the Virtues of
the Christ, understanding what it means to be Responsible; to exercise the
Rays of God Light to fulfill every need; to be constant and determined
to stay the course to your Victory in true Sacrifice, as We have already
spoken of.
When each of these Qualities are fulfilled in the divine nature of the
Christ, then there is the opportunity to take Authority over those affairs of
your life and move within the realms of the physical octaves, subject only
to your Mighty I AM Presence. That Will of the Presence is very good!
It harms no thing. It speaks no ill. It expects no return for its perpetual
Sacrifice.
All these principles, and more, the students of the Teachings of the
Ascended Masters have understood. Many of you have studied them in
between embodiments in the schoolrooms of Light, as the Ascended
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and Cosmic Beings have tutored you and charged your consciousness,
while in those elevated states of awareness. You do retain what you learn
there, so that when you come into embodiment once more, you are fully
prepared to take charge of your life, exercising your own free will to ratify
and become congruent with the Will of your own God Presence! And
when these two wills unite as one — as the Will of God acting through
you — it will anchor such a momentum of God Good that it shall surely
carry you through all of the trials, tribulations, tests, initiations, and cycles
of life to your Victory!
What of those who find themselves in bondage? — In circumstances
that do not allow for Freedom of choice as the Will of their Presence would
desire? What is there for you? Are you to remain suppressed, forever in
this mundane life waiting and waiting and waiting for the time when you
will break the bonds, the shackles of mortal limitation? Or will you, even
silently within your Heart, begin to forge the pathway into your own
God Presence, into the Heart of the Ascended Masters, into the Heart
of the One God? This is an important question indeed for those who do
not have the Freedom to express their religious pursuits, who, for fear of
bodily harm, do not have the Liberty to assemble and worship as you in
those free lands across the Earth.
Let these oppressed ones open pathways of Light from within their
Hearts, pursuing the Heart of their God Presence, integrating with that
Light even in the silence! Let them ready themselves for the assistance of
our free Torch Bearers who can and will make the calls ‘till such time
as these less fortunate ones shall be able to speak out and call forth the
Light of their Mighty I AM Presence, call forth the Light of the Ascended
Consciousness of the Helicon, the River of Life flowing forth as a golden
elixir of Illumination and Ascended Master Consciousness that will begin
scouring inroads into the warped mass consciousness, which has incubated
the bondage of entire nations and peoples to this day, long past the time
when the rest of the world’s Freedom is abounding.
You, blessed Hearts, who know how to call forth the Light of God, are
charged with the Responsibility as the exercise of the Christ Virtues to call
forth sufficient Light to deal first and foremost with your own personal
world and then the greater world at large that needs your assistance, needs
to remember who they are, to unfold from within themselves the natural
Beauty and expression of God. For Light is there just below the surface,
waiting to be released. Is this not evident, when time and time again
those who have escaped from birth countries that suppressed their creative
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endeavors, who have come to the shores of America, or to other free lands,
and there expressed what was on their Heart as their Glad Free Gift of
Beauty and Joy to all of life?
What remains unresolved, blessed Hearts, is whether these newly liberated
ones will encounter the standard bearers of the Purity of the Ascended
Master Way of Life? Will they once again revert to creative outlets of a
distorted mind, conscious only of unreality, or will there be enough of the
pressure of the consciousness of those who hold to the Ascended Master
Octaves of Light; to that which has been created in the Vibration of God,
manifest as Beauty, as glorious music, as prose, as noble stories abounding
that will lead them into a higher vibration and Truth of the Law? Will
they turn to these examples?
Of course, free will is always paramount. But if there is not a shining
example that holds high that which is the Vibration of the Consciousness
of God; if there is not enough of that Vibration reverberating through the
mental plane of the Earth, the emotional plane, the physical plane; if there
is not enough of the magnet of the Fire of the Heart as a consciousness that
knows what it means to be in the Presence of an Ascended Being, then they
will be left to the devices that the rest of the world is able to churn out.
You have seen those examples. How quickly the contagion of negativity
builds in the land. For is it not easier to grasp hold of a great momentum
that is already afoot instead of charting a new course, breaking through
the barriers to a new frontier of consciousness?
Perhaps you have said, “It is not fair. I did not ask for this responsibility.”
Well indeed you did, blessed Hearts. Otherwise you would not have come to
these Teachings. Within your own Heart, you know what it means to well
up with a tear of Joy, an expression of Love that cannot be contained, how
you are able to revel in the excellence of one who has achieved a Victory.
There are no traces of jealousy, only the glad tidings that what one has
achieved, others likewise may emulate.
You set an example for the rest of the world. And it matters not in
what country you reside: you are under the canopy of the Light of my
Torch of Liberty. You may never have visited the shores of the United
States of America, but you know what it means to practice the spirit of
the Declaration of Independence in your Heart. You have understood the
example that must be set for those about you and how, from time to time,
if there is not the full Freedom of expression to proclaim the Message of
the Ascended Masters in your town or country, how you so applaud the
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efforts of the Ascended Beings of Light to have established here in America
a country where Freedom of expression still remains.
But there comes the moment of Truth when freedom of expression
must be checked and balanced by a pressure of Our Light that holds fast
and stops the degradations spewing out further astral substance upon the
screen of life for others to ingest. Those who know better, those still young
and innocent, are the Hope of the Golden Age. So We once more look to
our faithful disciples who have understood our charge and accepted their
Responsibility to make the calls, to invoke the Violet Flame, to invoke
transmutation.
Blessed Hearts, most, if not all of you within the sound of my voice,
are familiar now, at least in part, with the Story of You — the glorious
Godhead Charioteer. You have seen depicted a dramatic portrayal of where
you have come from and to what Victory you are destined. Likewise, you
have understood that you have been on this journey for a very long time.
But in the blink of an eye, one lifetime can be lost to a dalliance, to self
indulgence, to "ig-norance" of the Law. This is why in each generation We
send forth Our Anointed Representatives™ to ignite a Fire upon the altar of
the Heart, to capture the attention of those who recognize Our Vibration,
so that they will make a difference for the many.
And many there are that await this Message, that await this example
of a Way of Life that can be lived without fear, without doubt, without
the encumbrances of returning karma. Yes, blessed Hearts, there is even a
recipe for dealing with your own karmic debts of the many incarnations
in which you have lived and are still responsible to balance. All this as a
Way of Life that not only allows you to appreciate the Life that you have,
but to understand why there are certain limitations exhibited in you own
life, and how you may overcome them.
Oh, blessed Hearts, how I would love to go on behalf of each one of you
personally and plead your case to the Karmic Board. And for and on behalf
of all Sons and Daughters of God on the Earth. For each one of you, and
each child of God, has so much opportunity to move and operate within
the realm of your God Presence, here and now! But limitations of mind,
currents of emotion, and entrenched physical barriers seem to block your
Path. When you make the calls, you chip away at those limitations.
Look about and survey where the consciousness of mankind is this very
day. It is not where it was 200 years ago. Yes, there remains much of the
negativity in the land and the negative expressions that must be transmuted
to go forward into a Golden Age. But look where we are in this era: freely
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broadcasting this Teaching across the face of the Earth. Wherever there is
a Heart Flame that is guided to Our Consciousness, to Our Vibration, they
can find us if the pressure and the hunger for Our Light is sufficient.
You can facilitate a greater ease of that opportunity with your calls as
you anchor the Light and the knowledge of this Teaching, of this Way
of Life, right where you are. For even as negativity is contagious, so the
Light is contagious, and far more so. For you have the pressure of the
united Consciousness of the Entire Brotherhood of Light as a foundation
to support your calls. You are not standing alone.
As the Goddess of Liberty, I have watched many generations transition
from the restraints of childhood to the freedoms of adulthood, when the
restraints of parents and society are first lifted. Far too many indulge fantasies
repressed. But in short order, where there is negativity at the core, many
will quickly lose the taste for such appetites if you will hold high the Torch
of Freedom and send forth enough Light, that they might be dissuaded
from the dim glint of unreality and instead find themselves caught up by
the blinding, effulgent Light, dazzling with all of its splendor and glory
that shines from the collective body of the Allness of God!
Many have thought that this Light could only be realized within a dream
state or in some fanciful imagination. But those of you who have experienced
the Ascended Master Light and Consciousness, can you not testify to its
glory? And each time you rehearse within your own consciousness and
hold within your Heart these glorious experiences, mindful of how often
they occur, you are nurturing the opportunity to expand that glorious
acceleration in the Light, not only for yourself, but as a mounting akashic
record that impresses upon the planes of consciousness for all the Sons and
Daughters of God upon the Earth. It telegraphs far and wide.
So yes, blessed Hearts, it is most important for you to understand these
Teachings. They contain example after example, conveying to you the signs;
the guideposts; the touchstones of reality; the Vibration of your own God
Presence and how to recognize it, how to become it, and how to hold fast
to that state of glorious Oneness.
We come to you to convey the Truth of the Law by our example, that
you may touch the hem of the garment of your own Holy Christ Presence
and look through the eyes of the Presence as one who sees, discerns, and
recognizes the Truth of the Law. We set the example for you as Vibration
and Consciousness. So that wherever you are, you have the charged example
of Our Consciousness and Vibration — impressed upon your own vehicles
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of consciousness when in our midst — to use as a touchstone to gauge the
reality of what is Truth and what is not.
Long ago We said, "By the fruit of their actions, you shall know them."
Do you know what the fruit really is, blessed Hearts? The fruit is the God
Vibration you emanate. It is the countenance that you carry, the Light
in your eyes, the stature of your Presence shining through your life and
showing forth before the world the example of the Christ.
As one who stands with the Torch of Light that will never be extinguished,
I can tell you, blessed Hearts, that if you follow that Light, you will know
your I AM Presence. For that Light is one and the same for all of life. Then
you will know who you are and why you have come into embodiment. And
you will discover for yourself what it is that you must accomplish here and
now, even though you may not feel prepared, even though this may all
be so very new. There is something here that rings true to your Heart and
that you cannot deny. Nurture it. Hold fast to it. All the while allowing
your own Heart Flame to expand its hunger for God. For that Flame will
lead you Home; Home to the Heart of your own God Presence; Home to
a Way of Life that you have only dreamed before, but you now know to
be God Reality.
Be sealed in the Light of your own God Presence. I expand my Light to
shine forth within your own Electronic Body as an expansion of consciousness
that we together will strive to impart to all of the children of God.
I AM,

The Goddess of Liberty
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